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Multi-agent systems are often taken as a paradigm in the spe i ation
of omplex systems be ause of their ability to abstra t away from implementation
details. Di erent kinds of modal logi s have been used to model agents' knowledge/beliefs/desires and their evolution with time. In this paper we investigate
how model he king te hniques an be applied to some problems of veri ation in
multi-agent systems. We present results a hieved in the veri ation of stati epistemi properties of two examples en oded in the formalism of Interpreted Systems:
the bit transmission problem and the proto ol of the dining ryptographers.

Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion

Rational agents in omputer s ien e [28℄ an be seen as the abstra tion

of any pie e of hardware or software enjoying autonomy, so ial ability, rea tivity, and pro-a tivity. The use of multi-agent systems (MAS) in the
design of omplex systems, where implementations details are unne essary
or unknown [17℄, has been proven an appealing and su essful paradigm: examples in lude information retrieval using software agents, online au tions,
proto ols for ommuni ation, et .
In the past twenty years, various logi al theories have been developed to
formalise knowledge, beliefs, desires, intentions and other intentional attitudes (in the sense of [9℄) of MAS. Su h logi s in lude Cohen and Levesque's
theory of intention [8℄, Rao and George BDI ar hite ture [21℄, Wooldridge's
Logi for Rational Agents (LORA, [26℄), and Interpreted Systems by Fagin,
Halpern, Moses and Vardi [10℄.
Comparatively, less e ort has been put in the veri ation of MAS. As
suggested in [11℄, model he king te hniques an be applied in the veri ation of MAS. Various results along these lines have been a hieved re ently
by Benere etti, Wooldrige, Bordini, van der Meyden and others [1, 14, 23,
27, 2, 22, 13, 19℄. In this paper we employ Interpreted Systems [10℄ to spe ify MAS be ause they provide a omputationally grounded theory of agen y.
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The notion of omputationally grounded theory of agen y was introdu ed by
M. Wooldridge in [25℄ to denote a theory that an be interpreted in terms
of some on rete omputational model.
By means of two well-known examples from the AI arena (the bit transmission problem [10℄ and the proto ol of the dining ryptographers [5℄), we
present di erent methodologies that an be employed in the veri ation of
epistemi , temporal and deonti operators in Interpreted Systems.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: in the next se tion we introdu e the formalism of Interpreted Systems and model he king. Se tion 3
presents the main results in model he king \stati " formulae. We on lude
in Se tion 4 by suggesting future development and by omparing our work
to the state of the art in this eld.
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Preliminaries

Due to spa e onsiderations, we refer to [10, 15℄ for details on Interpreted
Systems extended with deonti operators. Model he king is explored fully
in [7℄.
2.1

Interpreted Systems

Consider n agents in a system and n non-empty sets L1 ; : : : ; Ln of lo al
states, one for every agent of the system. Elements of Li will be denoted by
l1 ; l10 ; l2 ; l20 ; : : :. For every agent of the system there is a set A ti of a tions
that the agent an perform. A tions are not exe uted randomly, but following parti ular spe i ations alled proto ols. A proto ol Pi for agent i is a
fun tion from the set Li of lo al states to a non-empty set of a tions A ti
Pi

: L i ! 2 A ti :

A system of global states for n agents S is a non-empty subset of the artesian
produ t L1  : : :  Ln . A global state g of a system S is a tuple of the form
g = (l1 ; : : : ; ln ). li (g ) denotes the lo al state of agent i in global state g .
The evolution of the system an be modelled by means of a transition
fun tion  from global states and joint a tions to global states:


: SA

t

!S

where A t = A t1  : : :  A tn is the set of joint a tions for the system.
This de nes temporal ows on the set of global states. A run r is a fun tion
from time to global states: r : N ! S . Hen e, a run is a sequen e of
global states obtained by applying the fun tion  to global states and joint
a tions. Noti e that, in the de nition of , all the lo al states are updated
syn hronously at ea h temporal step.
Given a set of propositional variables P , an Interpreted System of global
states is a pair IS = (S; h) where S is a system of global states and
2
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: S ! 2P is an interpretation fun tion; intuitively, h returns the propositional variables true in a global state. Interpreted systems an then be used
to model time and knowledge. The logi CTLK (Computation Tree Logi
of Knowledge [13℄) is an extensions of CTL to in lude epistemi operators.
For instan e, epistemi modalities Ki (one for ea h agent) are interpreted
as follows:

h

(IS ; g) j= Ki ' if for all g0 li (g) = li (g0 )
implies (IS ; g0 ) j= '.

(intuitively, Ki ' aptures the idea that agent i knows ', i.e. ' holds in
every state that i onsiders possible).
The notion of interpreted systems an be extended to in orporate the
idea of orre t fun tioning behaviour of some or all of the omponents [16℄.
Given n agents and n non-empty sets G1 ; : : : ; Gn , a deonti system of global
states is any system of global states de ned on L1  G1 ; : : : ; Ln  Gn . Gi
is alled the set of green states for agent i. The omplement of Gi with
respe t to Li , denoted with Ri , is alled the set of red states for agent i.
Deonti systems of global states are used to interpret other modalities on
top of CTLK, su h as the following one:
(IS ; g) j= Oi ' if for all g0 we have that li (g0 ) 2 Gi implies
(IS ; g0 ) j= '.

is used to represent that ' holds in all (global) states in whi h agent i
is fun tioning orre tly. Another on ept of parti ular interest is the knowledge that an agent i has on the assumption that the system (the environment,
agent j , group of agents X ) is fun tioning orre tly. We employ the (doubly relativised) modal operator Kij for this notion, whi h is interpreted as
follows:
(IS ; g) j= Kij ' if for all g0 su h that li (g) = li (g0 ) and
lj (g 0 ) 2 Gj we have that (IS ; g 0 ) j= '.

Oi '

The resulting logi for modalities Ki is S 5n ; this models agents with omplete introspe tion apabilities and veridi al knowledge. Completeness results an be shown for the Oi as well (see [15℄).
2.2

Model Che king and SMV

Given a program P and a property that an be represented as a logi al
formula ' in some (temporal) logi , model he king te hniques allow for
the automati veri ation of whether or not a model MP , representing the
program P , satis es the formula '.
In the last two de ades there have been great advan es in the e e tiveness of this approa h thanks to sophisti ated data manipulation te hniques.
Te hniques based on Binary De ision Diagrams (BDDs, [3℄) have been used
3
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to develop model he kers that are able to he k large number of states [4℄.
Alternative approa hes using automata have also been developed [24℄.
Software tools originated from these lines of resear h. SPIN (see [12℄)
exploits automata theory and related algorithms, while SMV [18℄ uses BDDs
to represent states and transitions. In this paper we will use NuSMV, a novel
implementation of SMV [6℄.
By means of these softwares a large number of systems ranging from
ommuni ation proto ols to hardware omponents have been veri ed. These
are not agent systems, but standard distributed pro esses.

3

Stati model he king of Interpreted Systems

In this se tion we present a methodology to he k epistemi formulae expressing properties of an Interpreted System. We are interested in the veri ation of formulae involving epistemi modalities only, and we do not
onsider temporal operators in the formulae we want to he k. We all this
methodology stati model he king.
Given an Interpreted System IS , it is possible to build an SMV program
PIS su h that the set of states in the temporal model generated by PIS has
a one-to-one orresponden e with global states of the Interpreted System.
The SMV program is onstru ted as follows1 :
1. We de lare a variable for ea h agent, where the values of lo al states
are stored.
2. We de lare an array of a tions for ea h agent. Intuitively, this array
ontains the a tions \enabled" in a lo al state, with respe t to the
proto ol for ea h agent.
3. A tions are syn hronised with lo al states, for ea h agent and in ea h
state.
4. The onditions for the evolution of the SMV model are obtained from
the evolution fun tion of the Interpreted System.
5. Propositions are de ned using the fun tion h of the Interpreted System.
The translation into SMV is manual when deonti operators have to be
he ked, as in Se tion 3.1. In Se tion 3.2 the SMV ode is generated automati ally. In both ases, there is a one-to-one orresponden e between
global states of the Interpreted System and SMV states.
NuSMV provides an operator to ompute the set of \rea hable states";
this set is needed to build epistemi and deonti relations between states to
evaluate formulae involving epistemi and deonti operators. Spe i ally,
we have built a parser that takes the set of rea hable states as input and
produ es a model with epistemi and deonti relations in the format of
Akka, a Kripke model editor2 . We hose to use Akka be ause the Kripke
1
2

The methodology presented here is a revised version of the one in [14℄.

http://turing.wins.uva.nl/lhendrik/
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Figure 1.1: The methodology for stati model he king.
model an be provided via a simple text le. Moreover, Akka allows for
the veri ation of multiple modalities. Unfortunately, the representation of
states in Akka is not symboli , but in most ases the set of rea hable states
is orders of magnitude smaller than the full artesian produ t of lo al states,
and rea hable states are omputed symboli ally by NuSMV.
The overall methodology is summarised in Fig. 1.1. In our examples,
the translation into SMV ode, the omputation of rea hable states with
NuSMV, and the parsing of NuSMV output required less than one se ond
on a 1GHz PC with 256MBytes of RAM.
3.1

Example: the bit transmission problem with faults

The bit-transmission problem [10℄ involves two agents, a sender S , and
a re eiver R, ommuni ating over a faulty ommuni ation hannel. The
hannel may drop messages but will not ip the value of a bit being sent.
S wants to ommuni ate some information|the value of a bit for the sake
of the example|to R. One proto ol for a hieving this is as follows. S
immediately starts sending the bit to R, and ontinues to do so until it
re eives an a knowledgement from R. R does nothing until it re eives the
bit; from then on it sends a knowledgements of re eipt to S . S stops sending
the bit to R when it re eives an a knowledgement. Note that R will ontinue
sending a knowledgements even after S has re eived its a knowledgement.
Intuitively S will know for sure that the bit has been re eived by R when
it gets an a knowledgement from R. R, on the other hand, will never be
able to know whether its a knowledgement has been re eived sin e S does
not answer the a knowledgement. Using the methodology suggested we an
he k me hani ally that the proto ol above guarantees that when sender
re eives the a knowledgement it then knows (in the information-theoreti
sense de ned in Se tion 2) that the re eiver knows the value of the bit
(see [14℄). We exemplify the methodology with a slightly more ompli ated
s enario: we assume that the re eiver R may send a knowledgements even
when it is not supposed to. We de ne the following lo al states for S and
R:
LS = GS = f0; 1; (0; a k ); (1; a k )g;
RS = ;:
GR = f0; 1; g; RR = f(0; f ); (1; f ); (; f )g; LR = GR [ RR :
The lo al states for S represent the value of the bit S is attempting to
transmit (0 or 1), and whether or not S has re eived an a knowledgement
from R ((0; a k) or (1; a k)). For R, the lo al states 0 and 1 represent the
5
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value of the re eived bit;  is a ir umstan e under whi h no bit has been
re eived yet; the last three faulty states orrespond the fa t that R sent a
\faulty" a knowledgement. The faulty line an be modelled using another
agent. We report here the proto ol of the re eiver as an example:
PR () = ;
PR (0) = PR (1) = senda k
PR ((0; f )) = PR ((1; f )) = PR ((; f )) = fsenda k ; g
Due to spa e onstraints we annot report here the full de nition of all the
parameters (a tions, proto ols and evolution fun tion), but these an be
found in [14℄ and in the NuSMV ode available online at
http://www.d s.k l.a .uk/pg/fran o/is/btpfaults2.smv.
After translating the Interpreted System into SMV language, we an
obtain the set of rea hable states running NuSMV; then, with Akka, it is
possible to he k that none of the epistemi formulae that were true for
the basi ase (no faults) hold in this version of the proto ol. However, a
parti ular form of knowledge still holds. Intuitively if S ould make the
assumption of R's orre t fun tioning behaviour, then, upon re eipt of an
a knowledgement, it would make sense for it to assume that R does know
the value of the bit; this is exa tly the meaning of KSR . And indeed, using
Akka we are able to he k the validity of the following formulae in the model,
formalising the ideas expressed above3 .
IS j= re a k ! KSR (KR (bit = 0) _ KR (bit = 1))
IS j= re a k ^ (bit = 0) ! KSR KR (bit = 0)
3.2

Example: the proto ol of the dining

ryptographers

The methodology presented in the previous se tion an be improved: we
an spe ify an Interpreted System using XML and generate the SMV ode
me hani ally using a Java translator [19℄. This improved methodology is
illustrated in Fig. 1.2. We did not in lude deonti operators in the Java
translator and in the XML spe i ation, but nevertheless we have been able
to he k a well-known example, the proto ol of the dining ryptographers.
The general aim of the proto ol is to allow an untra eable broad asting
of messages in multi-agent systems, and is originally introdu ed with the
following example:
\Three ryptographers are sitting down to dinner at their favourite three-

star restaurant. Their waiter informs them that arrangements have been
made with the maitre d'hotel for the bill to be paid anonymously. One of
the ryptographers might be paying for the dinner, or it might have been
NSA (U.S. National Se urity Agen y). The three ryptographers respe t
ea h other's right to make an anonymous payment, but they wonder if NSA
3

The interpretation for the atoms

an be found in [14℄.
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Figure 1.2: An improved methodology for stati model he king.

is paying. They resolve their un ertainty fairly by arrying out the following
proto ol: Ea h ryptographer ips an unbiased oin behind his menu, between
him and the ryptographer on his right, so that only the two of them an see
the out ome. Ea h ryptographer then states aloud whether the two oins he
an see { the one he ipped and the one his left-hand neighbour ipped { fell
on the same side or on di erent sides. If one of the ryptographers is the
payer, he states the opposite of what he sees. An odd number of di eren es
uttered at the table indi ates that a ryptographer is paying; an even number
indi ates that NSA is paying (assuming that the dinner was paid for only
on e). Yet if a ryptographer is paying, neither of the other two learns
anything from the utteran es about whi h ryptographer it is."[5℄

As with the example of the bit transmission problem, we an model the
proto ol with Interpreted Systems. We introdu e three agents Ci , i = 1; 2; 3,
to model the three ryptographers, and one agent E for the Environment.
By running the Java translator, NuSMV, and Akka, we an formally he k
that the following propositions hold in the Interpreted System of the dining
ryptographers (details an be found in [19℄):
IS j= odd ! (:paid1 ! (KC1 (paid2 _ paid3 )

^
: KC1 (paid2) ^ : KC1 (paid2))))

IS j= even ! KC1 (:paid1 ^ :paid2 ^ :paid3)
These two formulae on rm the orre tness of the statement: if the rst
ryptographer did not pay for the dinner and there is an odd number of
di eren es in the utteran es, then the rst ryptographer knows that either
the se ond or the third ryptographer paid for the dinner; moreover, in
this ase, the rst ryptographer does not know whi h one of the remaining
ryptographers is the payer. Conversely, if the number of di eren es in the
7
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utteran es is odd, then the rst ryptographer knows that nobody paid for
the dinner.

4

Con lusions

In this paper we have presented results on model he king knowledge in
multi-agent systems with two examples. Though the methodology applies to
\stati " formulae only, we think that these results are parti ularly interesting
be ause we have been able to model he k knowledge in a system that has
a lear orresponden e with omputational states of agents, and is logi ally
omplete.
We have explored the issue of veri ation in MAS. Re ently, di erent
works have ta kled this subje t. In [27℄, M. Wooldridge et al. present the
MABLE language for the spe i ation of MAS. Modalities are modelled as
nested data stru tures, in the spirit of [1℄. Bordini et al [2℄ use a modi ed
version of the AgentSpeak(L) language [20℄ to spe ify agents and to exploit
existing model he kers.
The works of van der Meyden and Shilov [22℄, and van der Meyden
and Su [23℄, are probably more related to this paper. They onsider the
veri ation of a parti ular lass of Interpreted Systems, namely the lass
of syn hronous distributed systems with perfe t re all. An algorithm for
model he king is introdu ed in the rst paper, but the algorithm is not
implemented and spe i ation is not onsidered. In [23℄ veri ation is
limited to a spe i
lass of temporal spe i ations.
We have obtained preliminary results in the veri ation of a ri her language involving temporal operators and epistemi operators, along di erent
extensions of the methodology presented here. In parallel, we are urrently
investigating theoreti al aspe ts of the Kij operator, extending the work
of [15℄.
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